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Written from the hacker's perspective, Maximum Windows 2000 Security is a comprehensive, solutions-oriented guide to Windows 2000 security.
Topics include: 

	Physical & File System Security, 
	Password Security, 
	Malicious Code, 
	Windows 2000 Network Security Architecture and Professional Protocols, 
	Web Server Security, 
	Denial of Service Attacks, 
	Intrusion Detection, 
	Hacking Secure Code in Windows 2000. 


About the Author

Anonymous is a reformed hacker and programmer and is currently at work building one of the world's largest computer security archives.  While running an Internet security consulting company, he also moonlights doing contract programming for several Fortune 500 firms. 

	Maximum Security, Third Edition, 0-672-31871-7, $49.99, Sams, May 2001
	Maximum Linux Security, Second Edition, 0-672-32134-3, $49.99, Sams, June 2001

Mark Burnett is a consultant specializing in IIS and Windows 2000 security. He is the original founder of Xato Network Security, and is currently managing editor of the IIS Security Insider newsletter. 

L.J. Locher is a network administrator, programmer, security consultant who has written articles for Windows 2000 Magazine and contributed to several books for Microsoft Press and others. 

Chris Doyle  is CEO/managing consultant for Coneth Solutions, a leading IT consulting firm in northern California. 

Chris Amaris  is the chief technology office and cofounder of Convergent Computing, a Bay Area consulting firm specializing in security, performance tuning, network/systems management, infrastructure migration, and messaging. 

Rand Morimoto  is a well-known author, consultant, and speaker on subjects ranging from electronic commerce to electronic messaging to Internet security. 
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Spoken Language ProcessingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Speech processing addresses various scientific and technological areas. It includes speech analysis and variable rate coding, in order to store or transmit speech. It also covers speech synthesis, especially from text, speech recognition, including speaker and language identification, and spoken language understanding.


	This book...
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Structural Interfaces and Attachments in BiologySpringer, 2012

	Attachment of dissimilar materials in engineering and surgical practice is a perennial challenge. Bimaterial attachment sites are common locations for injury, repeated injury, and mechanical failure. Nature presents several highly effective solutions to the challenge of bimaterial attachment that differ from those found in engineering...
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CWNA: Certified Wireless Network Administrator Study Guide (Exam PW0-100)Sybex, 2006
One of the fastest-growing certifications on the market, CWNA is rapidly becoming the premier professional wireless certification for network administrators. It is also the foundation-level exam for the complete Certified Wireless Network Professional program. Now you can join the move to Wi-Fi and prepare for your certification with this...
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Linux System Administration and Backup Tools for IBM Elogo Server Xseries and NetfinityIBM Press, 2001
This redbook gives you an understanding of the unified system administration incorporated in the Caldera OpenLinux, Red Hat Linux, SuSE Linux and TurboLinux operating systems. It also provides information on three Linux backup and recovery applications supported by these operating systems.

This redbook provides an understanding of Linux...
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Ext JS 4 Plugin and Extension DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	This book makes it fast and fun for ExtJS developers to get to grips with developing plugins and extensions. The step-by-step instructions, with plentiful examples and code, will give you the skills in no time.


	Overview

	
		Easy-to-follow examples on ExtJS plugins and extensions
	
		Step-by-step...
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Visual Basic 2008 Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2008
Sometimes you just need to solve a problem and get on with your work. To that end, Visual Basic 2008 Recipes is a compendium of practical solutions for busy VB .NET programmers. Create time for the more interesting aspects of your VB .NET project by solving common problems with the practical solutions and dozens of code examples in this...
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